Global Corporate Maintenance Solutions (GCMS)
Global Corporate Maintenance Solutions (GCMS) integrates the established expertise of
Baker McKenzie offices around the world to help multinational corporations meet their
corporate maintenance compliance obligations for all legal entities worldwide.
Against the backdrop of the heightened focus on compliance by global companies, we
mitigate potential compliance risks by ensuring that corporate maintenance compliance is
efficiently achieved across all your entities wherever they are in the world.

Benefits of GCMS
Efficiency: relief from timeconsuming administrative
duties and elimination of costly
administrative mistakes
Cost-effectiveness:
predictable, manageable costs
with central coordination of
billing and standardised regular
reporting
Transparency: helping you
to gain clear understanding of
your corporate structure around
the globe
Flexibility: systems and
processes tailored to your
specific needs

Quality: swift access to the
breadth of services and advice
offered by a full service law firm
including up to date precedents
and know how
Simplicity: portal-based
corporate data management
system, with real-time global
24/7 access to the information
about each group entity that
can be accessed from anywhere
in the world

How do you get assurance that all of your entities in all jurisdictions
are compliant?
Question

Who are the current directors /
officers for each of your entities?

How BM can help you

Completion of ad hoc tasks ranging from
name changes to director changes across
multiple entities and jurisdictions

A full review of the corporate maintenance
compliance status of each of your entities
Is each of your entities up to date
with its corporate maintenance
compliance obligations?

Ongoing maintenance of corporate books,
records and registers

How much do you currently spend
on corporate maintenance and how
much of this is inefficient time and
effort?

Smart and efficient task progress tracking and
coordination

Preparation of and filing by our offices around
the world of legal documents required to
meet corporate maintenance deadlines

Cost certainty through a fixed fee offering
and the efficient use of resources

BM Online
Our BM Online system has been designed specifically to manage our clients’ global corporate maintenance obligations. BM Online has enhanced functionality to ensure that you get
early notification of all upcoming corporate maintenance events.
Provides visibility of the status of all compliance tasks.

No per user licence fees.

Is populated by our core team to ensure that all information is complete, accurate
and can be relied upon.

Provides you with 24/7 access to a single, authoritative source for all company
information, corporate documents and compliance data.

Case Study
Since our engagement in 2017 our approach has been to work closely with a technology company to provide an expert and cost-effective service that best addresses
their needs. As part of our global corporate team across 47 countries GCMS provides annual corporate maintenance services, including a globally coordinated solution
to ensure a managed approach, clear overview and immediate accessibility of corporate data and access to our dedicated GCMS team in Belfast.

GCMS has helped mitigate against any potential corporate maintenance compliance risks by ensuring compliance certainty across all entities. We deliver visibility
and control over corporate maintenance compliance issues and further improve our clients’ risk management practices in anticipation of new regulatory and
legislative requirements.

Since 2017, we have been working closely with a technology company to provide an expert and cost-effective service that best addresses their needs. In addition to
the 240 annual compliance tasks we have completed globally since 2017, as a full service law firm we have been fortunate to assist the client with over 120 ad hoc
requests covering a wide range of subject matters and complexities including; director changes, company formations, Power of Attorneys, UK corporate governance
reform advice and most recently a global rationalisation project, which have delivered notable successes.

Our approach is to build strong lasting relationships with our clients based on quality, trust and fully understanding their business and
strategic objectives
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